
         Ocean Encouters, adventure and exploration through the ancient art of breath hold diving

For the 5th year in a row, Ocean Encounters welcomes you 
aboard a 50 foot sailboat to cruise and freedive the Greek 
islands!

Imagine spending 6 days and 6 nights on board a yacht with world-class breath-hold divers. Group 
size will be limited to 6 students for an intimate freediving/sailing experience.

In 2013, avid Watermen Fred Buyle and William Winram will guide you through the blue waters of 
the Saronic Gulf using breath hold diving, the most natural and ancient way to to discover and 
explore the underwater world.

The Saronic Gulf is considered by most as the absolute sailing paradise combining fair weather, 
many anchorage points and short passages around the islands of Aegina, Poros, Hydra and 
Spetses amongst others.

Ocean Encounters’ teaching style includes the latest freediving techniques, sixty years of combined 
experience, environmental awareness and, of course, fun! 

Thanks to their extensive knowledge of the underwater world and its inhabitants, they add a 
primordial component that is often underestimated in freediving education.Any level of practice is 
welcomed. 

Ocean Encounters instruction spans from beginner basics to fine-tuning for advanced freedivers.

GREECE 2013                
OCEAN ENCOUNTERS FREEDIVING LIVEABOARDS
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         Ocean Encouters, adventure and exploration through the ancient art of breath hold diving

Our base base camp for the trips is a 15m Bavaria yacht fitted with 5 cabins, furling sails and full 
navigation electronics. A perfect setup to enjoy the experience at its best without any logistical 
considerations, we’ll be maximizing the time at sea. 

The price of the cruise is 1195 €uros per person based on double occupancy per cabin.
That includes 6 nights on the boat, water and fuel for the yacht, freediving instruction by William and 
Fred. 

The boat is based in Kalamaki (Alimos) marina in Athens which is easely accessed from Athens 
International Airport. 
The Saronic Gulf is ideal in september and october, calm seas and a water temperature between 23 
and 26°c.  

Bookings are taken on a first come, first served basis due to limited spaces per trip! For bookings 
and further informations:
info@oceanencounters.net

For 2013, 3 weeks are open for bookings: 21st to 28th of 
september, 28th of september to 5th of october and 5th to 12th 
of october.
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